
Taxi Scrutiny Report Consultation Responses

Q No Question Yes No Don't Know Total

1 Should the Council amend the vehicle licence renewal date to align 
with vehicle testing?

62 12 2 76

2 Should all Driver Licences be issued for three years? 70 3 2 75

3 Would drivers want to retain the option of a one year licence? 47 25 3 75

4 Should CRB renewals be aligned to driver licence renewals? 56 7 3 66

5 Would the Trade like the reintroduction of reminders/partly completed
renewal application forms?

46 25 3 74

6 Would you agree that application forms should only be accepted
when fully completed and  submitted with all supporting documents?

61 8 2 71

Reduce Fees Increase 
Enforcement

Improve Service

7 If there are any savings, which of the following would you prefer? 62 25 6 *

8 The Equality Act 2010 - Should the Council maintain a list of
Designated Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles?

29 22 24 75

*  Respondents had the opportunity to select more than one choice



Taxi Scrutiny Report Consultation Comments

Q No Question & Comments

1 Should the Council amend the vehicle licence renewal date to align with vehicle testing?
Could be a good thing - but what would happen to people like myself who renew their badges in May.

There is a lot of expense involved in having a PHV and placing the expense of testing and license in one 
month is a lot of money to find.

This is just another way for licensing to take plates off people trying to make a living and you have a 7 
day grace on any MOT we would loose this right.

This would help your staff as they would not have to process all applications in Sept/Oct.  They always 
ask to apply early because they have so many to do at once.

This would help cut down the number of visits to the offices.

Further costs could be saved by aligning the Council Depot with licensing dept. with regards to MOT's, if 
the said depot carry out an MOT on a taxi why does the council then ask "according to our records your 
MOT has expired"

The dates are simple enough to remember, changing dates would confuse some operators who would 
forget.  With the dates being as they are they are easy enough for the operator to remember and to 
renew.  Thus not causing confusion or mistakes.

This is better, so the test and vehicle license come together

Which of the two dates do you choose.  Leave it as it is there is not problem
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2 Should all Driver Licences be issued for three years? 
This would fall in line with other counties in Britain.

Although there should be a clause to receive a refund if for any reason it is no longer required i.e. if out 
of business.

This should make the licence cheaper with less admin and less stationary used so good idea but clause 
should be put on for refund if licence is no longer needed for any reason.

Anything to reduce costs.

New drivers should have one year licence " a sort of probationary period" then if acceptable by council 3 
years could be introduced.

This will save costs.

Yearly badges bring drivers licences to the attention of the council i.e.  if they commit offences in that 
period.  It is my belief renewing the licence every three years would give drivers a loophole to drive on 
extra in that time before being detected.

It would be more convenient and should save time and money to the council

If you wait for three years, it should cost less

It would be easier for council staff and drivers

This would give the people who use unlicensed drivers the scope to use more.  There are already too 
many.

Three years is better because will reduce time and paying for photos each year and fees
3 Would drivers want to retain the option of a one year licence?

This would be difficult to start with but be good in the long run.

There should always be an option for drivers/companies who are struggling financially or not sure if they 
will like the job.

Good idea to have choice between three years or one year up to the drivers to take 3 years if can afford 
to.

This does seem a sensible option.

A good option to have.

Implement the 3 year licence but give driver the option to get a 1 year licence as with Road Tax.  The 1 
year licence will be more costly than (6 month or 12 month) a three year licence per year.

A choice of both 1 year and 3 years would be most suitable to the drivers and would give choice to the 
individual needs.

It would be good idea to keep this option open as some drivers may have difficulty in applying for three 
year licence financially.
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4 Should CRB renewals be aligned to driver licence renewals?
This may cause problems with issuing driver badges if the e CRB is held up because of the amount 
being entered.

Some people would loose money already paid if just renewed CRB, it would be unfair on them.

This seems obvious to me, cutting costs and streamlining the process is a must.

It's putting a bigger financial burden on people having everything to pay for at once.

I would be concerned at drivers carrying on driving for extra time in a three year period

Not necessary

5 Would the Trade like the reintroduction of reminders/partly completed renewal application
Because some people don't always have great memories and also holidays some time get in the way of
remembering.

There is no point.  Even when they are partially filled in in, you still need to complete the form yourself.

What's the point I am quite able to fill in my own forms and would like to continue doing so at no costs.

Very few people don't have access to the internet.  Its very easy to download forms from your site.

No extra costs needed.

Drivers of HC and PHV have badges and plates to remind them. This money would be better spent
elsewhere.

Could technology like e-mail or web based text systems be used to save cost rather than paper
reminders. Only issue reminders to drivers who have not submitted by a specified date and only charge
non compliant drivers rather than all.

The system now is adequate

It is the drivers responsibility to renew his licence so why be different.
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6 Would you agree that application forms should only be accepted when fully completed and
submitted with all supporting documents?
They always are unless I have missed a silly question, then it is turned away until correct.

That’s how it is now and still take's far too long to get things through and back to us.

Dispensation should be made for the timescale it takes DVLA Swansea to renew V5 - Council should
see sold part of V5 before it is posted to Swansea.

Less visits, less costs.

As a SBC licensed driver I am seeing more enforcement on the roads of Middlesbrough than I do at
Stockton.  They may have a bigger budget than SBC to carryout this enforcement.

It is the owner/driver/operator responsibility to make sure all documentation is correct at the time of
application

Well sort of, whoever comes in should have all documents available to save time

The above suggestion only partly addresses the need for licence holders to attend at reception.
  
SBC needs to introduce vehicle and driver licensing systems and practices (particularly for licence
renewals) that would require only one visit to reception instead of 2 or 3.

7 If there are any savings, which of the following would you prefer?
Just purely cost of Badges.
The fees for the vehicles are very high, when you ask for help it is very vague or incorrect anyway.

To reduce cost of most things would be of help to small companies but when you ask for help from
committee or officers the info you get is very mixed and unhelpful its about time for new voice to be on
committee for the benefit of the companies. I would be very happy to give up my spare time to be a
help on committee to help the companies to understand and able to give a voice on their behalf to
speed up just what they need and how to get it with good advice and information and make the small
and large companies heard, not ignored like we all feel we are now.

Middlesbrough and Hartlepool both use regular evening enforcement teams in plain clothes catching
illegal activity.  Both these councils have lower fees than SBC.

To control private hire from picking up flag downs.
Anything to help drive down costs etc. is vey welcome.

More enforcement on weekends and spot checks.
Conditioned to focussed enforcement on problem areas especially around town centre (Bridge Road)

Reduce plate fees and vehicle transfer fees

Get rid of unlicensed drivers and the company's which use them

Stockton taxi trade definitely needs the fees reduced in line with the rest of the country, especially at this
time of recession

Should be a good idea as it would help driver in this economic down turn.

Reduce fees - SBC currently charge among the highest level of fees.
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8 The Equality Act 2010 - Should the Council maintain a list of Designated Wheelchair Accessible
Being a fully equipped wheelchair access company it is hard to fulfil everyone's transport needs as it is.
When turning down a booking it is because it is not possible, getting more calls could alter the good
name of the company instead of helping wheelchair users to access good equipped services for their
needs forcing companies to comply could ruin a companies reputation i.e. I have customers complain
about companies stranding them when they go out because the wheelchair taxis was unavailable. I
would be happy to hand questionnaires to my client base about this subject. My client base is 90%
wheelchair users and their families.

Only if they tend to enforce a rule of making the bigger companies use it for customers not to get
cheaper badges like they do as we have to. We serve mainly wheelchairs all day everyday and your
database is old and out of date and very unhelpful right now as you don't enforce the rules set about
wheelchair access.

The more information that is available to the public provides a better service by SBC.
A useful tool going forward.

Each taxi company should have at least two such vehicles to be booked in advance.  


